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Description

Technical field

[0001] This invention relates to a method and apparatus for dispensing frozen confections, such as soft ice cream.

Background

[0002] Soft ice cream is normally dispensed at the point of sale from a soft serve ice cream machine, i.e. a semi-
continuous, pressurised scraped surface heat exchanger in which a pre-packaged mix is frozen and aerated. It is typically
dispensed at temperatures of -4 to -8°C, for example into a cone, and is then immediately consumed. It is liked by many
consumers because of its texture, which is softer than that of ice cream served by scooping from a container kept in a
freezer cabinet at around -18°C. Soft serve ice cream machines have a number of disadvantages: they are large and
expensive, require training to operate, consume considerable energy, do not deliver consistent product quality if used
over a period of time and are inconvenient for the operator to dismantle and clean. Each machine can also only offer
one type of product (e.g. flavour/ice cream/sorbet etc) at a time - separate freezer barrels are required for different
products.
[0003] In recent years, systems for dispensing soft ice cream have been developed in which pre-packaged ice cream
is delivered from a container by a dispensing apparatus. US 2006 / 255066 discloses a dispensing apparatus containing
a pressure-displacement device that forces the food (such as soft ice cream) out of its container. The container is located
within a chamber which keeps the ice cream at a specified temperature between -6 and -24°C. A plunger is used to
push the ice cream out of the container through a self-closing valve.
[0004] Nonetheless, there remains a need for an improved system for dispensing soft ice cream. More particularly,
such improved system must allow for consistent good quality dispensing irrespective of:

• the temperature of the ice cream which, even a well controlled cabinets, can range from -16°C and -21 °C, leading
to huge viscosity variations

• the composition/flavour of the ice cream which again leads to significant rheological changes, even at constant
temperature.

Brief description of the invention

[0005] We have now developed a method and apparatus which overcomes the problems of previous dispensers.
Accordingly, in a first aspect, the present invention provides a method for dispensing a frozen confection, the method
comprising:

• providing a refrigerated, insulated chamber, which houses at least one container, containing a frozen confection at
a temperature of -12°C or below; wherein the at least one container has an outlet which is closed by a self-closing
valve; wherein the container comprises a flexible bag containing the frozen confection located inside a bottle;

• pressurising gas in the region inside the bottle and outside the flexible bag thereby applying pressure to the frozen
confection so that the valve opens and the frozen confection is forced out of the container through the outlet;

• releasing the pressure so that the valve closes.

wherein the pressure applied to the frozen confection is varied by the operator during dispensing
[0006] Preferably the frozen confection is ice cream.
[0007] Preferably the refrigeration system is capable of maintaining the chamber and its contents to a temperature of
below -15°C. More preferably the outer end of the nozzle is kept at a temperature below -13°C when the cap is in its
closed position.
[0008] Preferably the self-closing valve is a slit valve made from a resilient material.
[0009] In a second aspect, the present invention provides an apparatus for dispensing a frozen confection, the appa-
ratus comprising:

• A refrigerated, insulated chamber, which houses at least one container, suitable for containing a frozen confection
at a temperature of -12°C or below;

• the at least one container comprising a flexible bag for containing the frozen confection located inside a bottle having
an outlet which is closed by a self-closing valve;

• means for pressurising gas in the region inside the bottle and outside the flexible bag thereby applying pressure to
the frozen confection so that the valve opens and the frozen confection is forced out of the container through the outlet.
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wherein the means for applying pressure to the frozen confection allows the operator to vary the applied pressure during
dispensing.
[0010] Preferably the refrigeration system is capable of maintaining the chamber and its contents to a temperature of
below -15°C.
[0011] Preferably the self-closing valve is a slit valve made from a resilient material.

Detailed description of the invention

[0012] The present invention will now be described with reference to the figures, wherein:

Figure 1 shows an apparatus according to the invention.

[0013] Figure 1 shows an apparatus according to the invention. The apparatus 1 comprises an insulated chamber 2,
which houses one or more containers 3 of a frozen confection such as ice cream. In the embodiment shown in Figure
1 there are two such containers. A refrigeration system 8 cools the chamber and its contents to a temperature of -12°C
or below. The refrigeration system is typically a conventional such system, having a compressor, cooling coils and a fan
for circulating the cooled air. The refrigeration system is designed to allow cold air to flow around the container in the
insulated chamber, in order to keep the ice cream at the correct temperature (e.g. -18°C). The apparatus also comprises
means for applying pressure to the frozen confection thereby to urge the frozen confection from the container (not shown
in Figure 1).
[0014] The insulated chamber 2 is a chamber having insulated walls which preferably comprise a heat insulating
material having a thermal conductivity in the range of 0.5 to 50 mWm-1K-1. Typically, the container has 6 sides (top,
bottom, front, back, left and right), with rounded faces, edges and corners, although other shapes and configurations
are possible. The top and bottom sides may be sloping. The insulated walls may be constructed from an insulating
material encased between sheets of a material such as fibreglass, metal or plastic. The insulating material can be, for
example, a closed cell foam structure such as expanded polystyrene; foam rubber, such as elastomeric nitrile rubber
insulation (which has a thermal conductivity of around 30 mW m-1K-1); rigid foams, such as polyurethane; a fibrous
material, such as fibreglass; a vacuum sealed within a double walled container; or vacuum insulated panels, which are
typically made of an open cell foam or granular structure which is enveloped and hermetically sealed into a gas-impervious
film under very low pressure. These panels have a thermal conductivity of around 5 to 10 mW m-1K-1. Different insulating
materials can be used to construct different parts of the container. The walls are usually 5 - 50mm thick, typically about
25 to 50mm.
[0015] The containers 3 are "bag in bottle" containers, where the frozen confection is located in a flexible bag inside
a rigid bottle. WO 07 / 039158 describes this type of container. The pressure is applied to the frozen confection by
increasing the pressure of the gas in the region outside the bag but inside the bottle. In this way pressure is applied over
a large surface area of the bag which contains the frozen confection, so that the force on the frozen confection is
substantially directed towards the outlet of the bag, which communicates with the outlet of the bottle. This has the effect
that gagging of the bag in the outlet is avoided so very little frozen confection is wasted by becoming trapped as the bag
empties. Moreover the air pressure can be increased gently , with a high degree of control so as to obtain a good flow,
in comparison to applying pressure to ice cream in a cartridge by means of a piston. Since air is compressible it acts as
a cushion. This provides very good control over the dispensing rate, compared for example to a system wherein pressure
is applied to the frozen confection by means of a piston. The pressure may be applied for example by using an external
source of compressed air such as a pump and / or buffer tank. When the pressure is released after dispensing a portion
of ice cream, the bag is able to expand back into the free space inside the bottle. The pressure may be decreased in a
controlled manner or simply released quickly.
[0016] A nozzle 4 is attached to each container. The inner end 5 of the nozzle is connected to the outlet of the container
3 and is located inside the insulated chamber 2. The outer end 6 of the nozzle is located outside the insulated chamber.
A cap 7 can move between a closed position, wherein the outer end of the nozzle is enclosed between the cap and the
outside of the chamber, and an open position which allows external access to the outer end of the nozzle. In Figure 1
the cap is shown in the closed position, thus enclosing a region around the outer end of the nozzle. The cap 7 is designed
to minimise heat ingress into this region. Preferably the inside of the cap comprises a layer of insulating material and
has a gasket (e.g. made from silicone) which seals the cap against the outside of the chamber when the cap is in the
closed position and therefore prevents air flow into the enclosed region around the end of the nozzle, thus keeping it cold.
[0017] Preferably the self-closing valve is formed from a slit valve, i.e. a piece of resilient material (such as silicone
rubber) which has two or more slits which cross each other. The resilient nature of the material has the result that a
threshold pressure is required to open the slits, allowing the frozen confection to flow out. Once the pressure is returned
to ambient, the valve closes itself in a self-sealing manner. Thus the valve forms a ventricle which opens under the
pressure of the frozen confection pushing against it when pressure is exerted by the gas inside the bottle on the frozen
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confection inside the flexible bag. Similarly, the valve closes and cuts the stream of frozen confection when the pressure
is released. Such self-closing slit valves are well known (see for example EP 0545678 and WO 97/05055 amongst many
others). They have been used for example in squeezable containers for mayonnaise or tomato ketchup. However, these
typically have an outlet of no more than 5mm in diameter. In the present invention, the slit valve is for a larger aperture,
such as 2 to 4 cm in diameter.
[0018] The method and apparatus of the invention have several advantages over previous systems. By having a self-
closing valve, dispensing can be controlled by means of the pressure applied to the frozen confection, and does not
require any active control of the nozzle, e.g. by means of a valve which is opened and closed by the operator to start
and finish dispensing. By using the variable gas pressure to control dispensing, very precise control is achieved. It also
offers improved hygiene because the valve is very simple and does not have regions wherein frozen confection can
become trapped.
[0019] Moreover, we have found that the combination of this type of valve, the variable gas pressure and the bag in
bottle container together with dispensing the ice cream at a lower temperature than has typically previously been used
in this sort of system results in a very attractive product shape. The valve slits form flutes in the ice cream (as it is known
to do with shaping nozzles on conventional soft ice cream machines for example). However, because the frozen confection
is at a temperature of -12°C or below, it is much more solid-like than normal soft ice which is dispensed at around -5°C.
The resulting flutes therefore have better definition and do not collapse soon after dispensing, as happens with conven-
tional soft ice cream. They also have an attractive smooth, matt surface appearance. In fact, by careful positioning of
the receptacle into which the ice cream is dispensed (e.g. a cone) a very attractive folded / convoluted configuration can
be produced in the ice cream flutes. The fine degree of flow modulation provided by using air pressure to dispense the
ice cream is very important in delivering a product with an attractive appearance.
[0020] Preferably the valve and surrounding area is kept at a temperature of below - 13C°. Whilst, for microbiological
reasons it would be expected that the valve should be kept at a temperature of no higher than -6°C, we have further
found that by keeping the frozen confection in the container adjacent to the valve at a lower temperature than would
have been thought necessary, then the combination of the solid-like nature of the ice cream and the self-closing valve
prevents drips of ice cream from leaking. Thus the self-closing valve is sufficient in itself both to regulate the flow of ice
cream during dispensing, and also to close the container and thus prevent any leaks between dispensing operations.
[0021] The required temperature can be achieved for example by having a cap which covers the valve and the end
of the container between dispensing operations. Preferably cold air from the chamber which houses the container is
circulated around the valve in the space enclosed by the cap.
[0022] The means for applying pressure to the frozen confection allows the operator to vary the applied pressure (for
example the pressure applied is determined by the extent to which an operating lever is pulled by the operator as with
a "beer tap"). This gives good control over the rate of dispensing of the frozen confection, which results in products that
have an attractive appearance.

Examples

[0023] An ice cream (100% overrun) was prepared according to the formulation in the table below, using a conventional
process.

Ingredient Weight %

Skimmed milk powder 4.15

Whey protein concentrate 30% 2.76

Sucrose 2

Dextrose monohydrate 19.4

Glucose syrup LF9 63DE, 78% dry matter 10

Coconut oil 8

Emulsifier HP60 0.4

Locust bean gum 0.25

Vanilla flavour 0.03

Water To 100
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[0024] The ice cream was filled into a bag in bottle container (as described in WO 07 / 039158) and stored at -18°C
overnight. It was dispensed into a cone using the method and apparatus of the invention having a silicone rubber valve
having three slits of about 27mm in length.
[0025] As a comparison, the ice cream was also filled into a cylindrical container approximately 100mm in diameter.
The container had an outlet at one end fitted with an identical silicone slit valve. The ice cream was dispensed from the
container through the slit valve and into a cone by applying pressure with a piston. Thus this dispensing system is similar
to that disclosed in US 2006 / 255066. It was found to be difficult to control the flow of the ice cream, even though the
pressure applied to the piston could be varied. With the piston it was not possible to modulate the flow with the same
degree of control as could be achieved with the air pressure system. The dispensed ice cream is shown in Figure 3.
The ice cream is much less attractive than that shown in Figure 2. In particular the flutes / folds are much less regular,
and the ice cream does not have a peak.
[0026] The ice cream was then dispensed at constant pressure and at variable pressure.

Variable pressure:

[0027] The pressure was varied during the dispensing .The pressure level was recorded.

Constant pressure:

[0028] The pressure was set to a set point.
[0029] Temperature controlled cabinets were set to temper for at least 48 hours bottles at the temperature of -16 and
-20°C.
[0030] The bottle temperature was tested before testing with a calibrated temperature probe inserted in the ice cream.
[0031] 2012 silicon flexible valve and bottles were used for all these tests.

Experiments at -16 °C

Variable pressure:

[0032] At this temperature the ice cream is very soft. Variable pressure (as plotted in Figure 2.a) ensures good control
and extrusion quality as shown in Figure 2.b

CONSTANT pressure (examples):

[0033] At this temperature the ice cream is very soft. There is a poor control when setting to 2 Bar.
The flow is too fast and it is not possible to achieve quality extrusion (as shown in figure 3)
[0034] There is also poor control when setting to 1.8 Bar. The flow is still too fast, it is not possible to achieve quality
extrusion (as shown in Figure 4). Even smaller portion becomes very fluid and collapses.
[0035] There is still poor control when setting to 1.6 Bar. The flow is still very fast there is marginal flow control
improvement, but still clearly unacceptable (Figure 5).
[0036] There is still poor control when setting to 1.4 Bar. The flow is still very fast, there is marginal flow control
improvement, but still clearly unacceptable (Figure 6).
[0037] There is still poor control when setting to 1.2 Bar. The flow is a bit fast, the quality improves but still not top
extrusion quality (Figure 7).
[0038] It is only when control pressure setting to 0.8 Bar that flow speed is better and extrusion becomes good (Figure 8).

Experiments at -20 °C

Variable pressure:

[0039] At this temperature the ice cream is much stiffer. Again, the variable pressure (Figure 9a) allows the operator
to naturally find the optimum pressure and to modulate it so to the deliver the best possible extrusion (Figure 9b).

Constant pressure

[0040] At 0.8 Bar pressure the flow is too slow. It is not possible to create a pleasant extrusion even by moving the
cone sideways. Clearly extrusion is not acceptable (Figure 10).
[0041] As the pressure was increased to 1.2 Bar it became possible to achieve a better extrusion (Figure 11).
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[0042] At 1.4 Bar, a good quality product was achieved.
[0043] As the pressure was increased to 1.8 Bar, the flow became too fast and operator could not dispense a good
looking portion using the constant pressure (Figure 12).

Results Discussions and conclusions:

[0044] It’s very clear from the data presented that keeping constant pressure during the extrusion, without presetting
it at the exact optimal range, produces very poor results., whereas the optimal pressure to dispense ice cream at these
temperatures is a very limited window.
[0045] The constant pressure will poorly dispense if the pressure is set too high as the flow will be too fast. If the
product is too cold and pressure is set too low then the flow will be too slow. Poorly experienced operator in hot climates
and with cabinet doors being often open will make the situation even worst.
[0046] The poor extrusion comes from too fast flow at warm temperatures / low ice cream viscosities. At cold temper-
atures and high viscosities the ice cream dispenses too slow at lower pressure this also does not permit good flow and
good extrusion.
[0047] A variable pressure during dispensing solves this problem.

Claims

1. A method for dispensing a frozen confection, the method comprising:

• providing a refrigerated, insulated chamber, which houses at least one container, containing a frozen confection
at a temperature of -12°C or below; wherein the at least one container has an outlet which is closed by a self-
closing valve; wherein the container comprises a flexible bag containing the frozen confection located inside a
bottle;
• pressurising gas in the region inside the bottle and outside the flexible bag thereby applying pressure to the
frozen confection so that the valve opens and the frozen confection is forced out of the container through the
outlet;
• releasing the pressure so that the valve closes.

wherein the pressure applied to the frozen confection is varied by the operator during dispensing

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the frozen confection is ice cream.

3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the refrigeration system is capable of maintaining the chamber
and its contents to a temperature of below -15°C.

4. A method according to claim 3 wherein the outer end of the nozzle is kept at a temperature below -13°C when the
cap is in its closed position.

5. A method according to any of claims 1 to 4 wherein the self-closing valve is a slit valve made from a resilient material.

6. An apparatus for dispensing a frozen confection, the apparatus comprising:

• a refrigerated, insulated chamber, which houses at least one container, suitable for containing a frozen con-
fection at a temperature of -12°C or below;
• the at least one container comprising a flexible bag for containing the frozen confection located inside a bottle
having an outlet which is closed by a self-closing valve;
• means for pressurising gas in the region inside the bottle and outside the flexible bag thereby applying pressure
to the frozen confection so that the valve opens and the frozen confection is forced out of the container through
the outlet;
• wherein the means for applying pressure to the frozen confection allows the operator to vary the applied
pressure during dispensing.

7. An apparatus according to claim 6 wherein the refrigeration system is capable of maintaining the chamber and its
contents to a temperature of below -15°C.
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8. An apparatus according to claim 6 or claim 7 wherein the self-closing valve is a slit valve made from a resilient material.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Ausgeben eines gefrorenen Konfekts, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Bereitstellen einer gekühlten, isolierten Kammer, die wenigstens einen Behälter umschließt, der ein gefrorenes
Konfekt bei einer Temperatur von -12 °C oder niedriger enthält; wobei der wenigstens eine Behälter einen
Auslass hat, der durch ein selbstschließendes Ventil geschlossen wird; wobei der Behälter einen flexiblen Beutel
umfasst, der das gefrorene Konfekt enthält, das sich im Inneren einer Flasche befindet;
- Ausüben von Druck auf Gas in dem Bereich im Inneren der Flasche und außerhalb des flexiblen Beutels,
wodurch Druck so auf das gefrorene Konfekt ausgeübt wird, dass sich das Ventil öffnet und das gefrorene
Konfekt durch den Auslass aus dem Behälter hinausgedrängt wird;

- Entlasten des Drucks, so dass sich das Ventil schließt,

wobei der auf das gefrorene Konfekt ausgeübte Druck während des Ausgebens durch die Bedienungsperson
verändert wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das gefrorene Konfekt Eiscreme ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, wobei das Kühlsystem die Kammer und ihre Inhalte auf einer Tem-
peratur von unter -15 °C halten kann.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das äußere Ende der Düse auf einer Temperatur von unter -13 °C gehalten wird,
wenn die Kappe in ihrer Schließposition ist.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das selbstschießende Ventil ein Schlitzventil ist, das aus einem
elastischen Material hergestellt ist.

6. Vorrichtung zum Ausgeben von gefrorenem Konfekt, wobei die Vorrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

- eine gekühlte, isolierte Kammer, die wenigstens einen Behälter umschließt, der zum Enthalten eines gefrorenen
Konfekts bei einer Temperatur von -12 °C oder niedriger geeignet ist;
- den wenigstens einen Behälter, der einen flexiblen Beutel umfasst, der das gefrorene Konfekt enthält, das
sich im Inneren einer Flasche befindet, die einen Auslass hat, der durch ein selbstschließendes Ventil geschlos-
sen wird;
- Mittel zum Ausüben von druck auf Gas in dem Bereich im Inneren der Flasche und außerhalb des flexiblen
Beutels, wodurch Druck so auf das gefrorene Konfekt ausgeübt wird, dass sich das Ventil öffnet und das
gefrorene Konfekt durch den Auslass aus dem Behälter hinausgedrängt wird;

wobei die Mittel zum Ausüben von Druck auf das gefrorene Konfekt der Bedienungsperson ermöglichen, während
eines Ausgebens den ausgeübten Druck zu verändern.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Kühlsystem die Kammer und ihre Inhalte auf einer Temperatur von unter
-15 °C halten kann.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6 oder Anspruch 7, wobei das selbstschließende Ventil ein Schlitzventil ist, das aus
einem elastischen Material hergestellt ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de distribution d’une confiserie congelée, le procédé comprenant :

de fournir une chambre isolée, réfrigérée, qui loge au moins un récipient, contenant une confiserie congelée à
une température de -12°C ou au-dessous ; dans lequel l’au moins un récipient comporte un orifice de sortie
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qui est fermé par une vanne à fermeture automatique ; dans lequel le récipient comprend un sac flexible con-
tenant la confiserie congelée situé à l’intérieur d’une bouteille ;
de mettre sous pression un gaz dans la région à l’intérieur de la bouteille et à l’extérieur du sac flexible appliquant
ainsi une pression sur la confiserie congelée de telle manière que la vanne s’ouvre et la confiserie congelée
est forcée hors du récipient à travers l’orifice de sortie ;
relâcher la pression de telle manière que la vanne se ferme ;
dans lequel la pression appliquée à la confiserie congelée est variée par l’opérateur pendant la distribution.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel la confiserie congelée est de la crème glacée.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2 dans lequel le système de réfrigération peut maintenir la
chambre et son contenu à une température au-dessous de -15°C.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3 dans lequel l’extrémité extérieure de la buse est maintenue au-dessous de -13°C
quand le bouchon est en position fermée.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4 dans lequel la vanne à fermeture automatique est une
vanne à fente faite d’un matériau élastique.

6. Dispositif pour distribuer une confiserie congelée, le dispositif comprenant :

une chambre isolée, réfrigérée, qui loge au moins un récipient, contenant une confiserie congelée à une tem-
pérature de -12°C ou au-dessous ;
l’au moins un récipient comportant un sac flexible pour contenir la confiserie congelée situé à l’intérieur d’une
bouteille ayant un orifice de sortie qui est fermé par une vanne à fermeture automatique ;
des moyens pour mettre sous pression un gaz dans la région à l’intérieur de la bouteille et à l’extérieur du sac
flexible appliquant ainsi une pression sur la confiserie congelée de telle manière que la vanne s’ouvre et la
confiserie congelée est forcée hors du récipient à travers l’orifice de sortie ;
dans lequel les moyens pour appliquer une pression à la confiserie congelée permettent à l’opérateur de varier
la pression appliquée pendant la distribution.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 6 dans lequel le système de réfrigération peut maintenir la chambre et son contenu
à une température au-dessous de -15°C.

8. Dispositif selon la revendication 6 ou la revendication 7 dans lequel la vanne à fermeture automatique est une vanne
à fente faite d’un matériau élastique.
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